
LEFT HANDED PERSON WRITING A LETTER

How left handers form their letters and how some are different to the way right first starts writing, they may find it easier
to form certain letters of the alphabet.

Not fair to them! Are you looking for ways to make things easier for her? Special Writing Equipment Not
Required Unless Specifically Recommended: Unless a specialist or therapist recommends special writing
equipment for your child, there is no need to buy one. In school, left-handed children are sometimes
encouraged to turn the paper slightly counter-clockwise, so that they won't have to twist their wrists so far: A
full degree counter-clockwise turn of the paper puts the wrist back in the position analogous to that used by a
right-handed person: but that's a little too radical for most elementary school teachers. Additionally, short
non-pencil tools are preferred because they help develop that good tripod grasp by naturally encouraging
children to pinch with those tripod fingers rather than using additional fingers or a fisted grasp. The key is to
ensure that she has enough practice, and you teach her all the right techniques. Hand Dominance Does Not
Fully Develop Until Age Six: If your child exhibits a preference for writing using her left hand, you can still
try and switch her to a right hander before she turns six. Once your child has finished writing through an entire
line on the paper, her hand should either be towards her left on the mid of the line or directly in front of it. To
make their handwriting slant the right way, the majority of left-handed people twist their wrists clockwise, so
they're writing from above: This form of writing, known as crabclaw, leads to smeared ink or smudged
graphite , prevents the writer from seeing what's been written, and is uncomfortable. In class, teachers could
assume that she is right-handed and change the pencil from left to right. While writing, you can teach her to
stabilize the paper by using the right hand. Teachers do not always explicitly teach children to stabilize their
paper with their non-dominant hand and, for some reason, this is especially true for lefties. It will also avoid
any mess or accidental bending of the paper that can happen if your left-handed child uses a right handed
scissor. Be sure to focus on activities that encourage him to pinch with his thumb and index finger
strengthening those tripod muscles , coordinate the use of his right and left hands together cutting goes in this
category , and generally develop the foundational fine motor strength and skill needed for later writing. This is
really just to make it less likely that they will tear the paper but if they are able to draw those little lines from
left to right like righties, it will also help their writing speed and fluency in the long run. When your child is
still learning how to write, try and encourage her to practice holding the pencil in a proper way. In a
seldom-seen variant, the paper is turned 90 degrees clockwise, like this: What's remarkable about this form of
writing is that it is upside-down from all the others: the stroke away from the body produces a downward
stroke on the paper! A short non-pencil tool will help practice the hold better. You may worry that writing
with the left hand or being more comfortable in mainly using the left hand for various tasks could cause
difficulties for her. The key is first to let your child perfect the art of pinching the pencil between her thumb
and the index finger. Tips for Teaching Left Handed Children to Write June 30, by christiekiley 17 Comments
As a pediatric occupational therapist, I work with kids on handwriting all the time. Your left-handed child can
as easily grasp the same pencil as a right-handed child can. Share this: Like this: Like Loading Righties tend to
angle the right corner of their paper up, and lefties should do the same with the left side. Doing so will allow
your child to see what she is writing, and she will not have to hook her wrist to see what she writes.


